NATIONAL RAILROAD AWVSTMENTBOARD
Award Number 25306
D.zket Number TD-25207

THIRD DIVISION
Marty E. Zusman, Referee

PARTIES TO DISPUTE:

STATEMENTOF CLAIM:

(American Train Dispatchers
Association
(
(The Atchison,
Topeka and Santa Fe Railway
Claim of the American

Claim #1 - R. J. Alexander,

Ft.

Train

Madison,

Dispatchers

IA for

Company

Association:

10/14/81

. . ..paym+t
of 13 hours 30 minutes pay at time and l/2 rate
favor of Dispr. R. J. Alexander for attending
formal investigation as a Company witness at Moberly, MO. at the request
of the N&WRailroad,
on October 14, 1981.*
Claim #2 - J. T. Sevier,

Ft. Madison,

IA for 11/17/81

#...payment of 12 hours and 27 minutes at time and one.half,
favor Dispr. J. T. Sevier for attending
formal> investigation
as a company witness at Jefferson City, MO. at the request
of the MOP Railroad on Nov. 17,'1981.*
..
OPINION OF BOARD: This dispute ilivolves tm similar claims in which Claimants
were requeste.d by the Carrier to attend formal investigations
as Carrier
witnesses.
First,
the
TWDpreliminary
points need to be addressed.
Carrier argues that these claims must be viewed as separate and distinct
inasmuch
as the petition
of Claimant Alexander was denied by letter
of October 20, 1981,
by Kr. Smelser
and followed thereafter
by a late appeal.
Finding no supporting
evidence to substantiate
this line of reasoning,
this Board rejects
that argument.
Secondly, a review of the record as handled on property not only fails to substantiate
a letter
of October 20, 1981, but similarly
finds that ex parte arguments presented
to this Board usre not discussed on property and as such, this Board will not
consider them now. All such arguments, lines of reasoning and supporting
documentation
not discussed on property are inadmissible.
This position
is a firmly established
position
of the National Railroad Adjustment Board, codified
by Circular
No. 1
and consistent
with numerous Awards in this Division
(Third Division Awards 20841,
21463, 220541. Carrier discussions
of Section 6 Notices as *rell as Exhibits
pertaining
thereto are inadmissible.
The case at bar reflects
tm similar circumstances,
wherein in instant
Claim one, Claimant R. J. Alexander after completing eiyht consecutive hours of
mrk was required by Carrier to attend a disciplinary
investigation
as a Carrier
witness.
On October 13, 1981, immediately after completion of his regular
assignment, he drove to the locality
and stayed overnight
so as to attend the
investigation
of October 14th.
After being dismissed he returned to his origination.
Instant Claim two occurred on November 16th and 17th, 1981. After
completing
eight consecutive hours of work on November 16th, Claimant J. T. Seder traveled
to Jefferson
City, MO for the purpose of being available
at 9;OO A.H. as a Carrier
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witness at a disciplinary
investigation.
Transportation
was provided.
UpOn
and then returned
Claimant stayed overnight , attended the investigation
arrival,
the approximately
470 miles to his origination.
It is the position
of the
Organization
that payment in both cases should have commenced from the end of the
eight (8) hour consecutive
work day until return to origination
following
the
investigation
on the next day.
The Organization
bases its claim for payment to be addressed by Article
III,
Sections 1 and 2 upon past decisions of the Third Division
of the National
Railroad Adjustment Board. Awards 6679 and 6695, as well as Ruling No. D-3 and a
Carrier letter
of December 17, 1973, allowing
a claim and reiterating
the applicability
of Ruling No. D-3. In Award 6679 between these same parties
the issue was joined
as to payment for travel time and for waiting time and the decision
was reached
that sustained the Organization's
position
that such time was work time.
A strong
Dissent was issued and the Carrier
brought the issue back to the Board, even
involving
the same Claimant to the earlier
June, 1952, case.
In this very similar
case the Board in Award 6695 sustained the Organization.
Shortly thereafter
Carrier
issued letters
of June 28, 1955, and July 1, 1955, of a Ruling No. D-3
which read in pertinent
part:
"Effective
June 1. 1955, train dispatchers
should be paid
in accordgnce with Article
ITI, Sections
1 and 2 of the Train
Dispatchers'
Agreement, effective
Sept'ember 1, 1949, for
time spent in waiting and traveling
outside regularly
assigned
ho&s in attendinq
investigations
as a witness for the
Company..
By letter
of December 17, 1973, a claim was allowed by the Carries and
in correspondence
stated in part *your attention
is directed
to Ruling D-3, dated
June 28, 1955, issued from this office,
which ruling is still
applicable
and indicates
that for time spent in waiting and traveling...
should be paid in accordance with
Article
III,
Sections 1 and 2...*.
As such, the Organization
now pursues these
two instant
claims for compensation following
Article
III,
Sections
1 and 2 which
read in pertinent
part:
#Section 1. Eiyht
a day's Wrk.

l8J consecutive

hours shall

constitute

Section 2. Time wxked under this Agreement in excess of
eight (8) hours, continuous with, before and after,
regular
assigned hours will be considered overtime
and paid for
on the actual minute basis at the rate of time and one-half.=
The Organization
maintains
the issue to have been previously
decided
and that the instant
claim should be sustained on the basis of -stare decisis'.
That. in addition,
the Carrier's
payment was based on a Rule that is not applicable.
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The Carrier based compensation as indicated
18, 1982, from Superintendent
Gill upon Article
VII,

in the letter
of January
Section 10 which reads in part:

"...Train
dispatchers
acting as witnesses
in investigations
for and at the request of the Company will suffer no deduction in pay for actual time lost from regular assignments
by reason thereof.
If so used outside their assigned hours,
they shall be paid at the pro rata rate for actual time
required to be in attendance;
if on their rest days,
payment for actual time shall be at a rate of time and
one-half.'
It is the Carrier's
position
that this is a specific
rule that takes precedence
over a general rule.
The Carrier further
argues that Awards 6679 and 6995 are
'erroneous
and improper Awards for the reason that they exceeded the statutory
authority
of the Board".
It further
asserts that these claims are based on
"travel
time" and/or -rest time" for which there are no rules in the Dispatcher's
Agreement.
Carrier also asserts that such time has not been maintained by this
Board as *work time" and cites support (Third Division
Award.18377).
The weight of the evidence for any claim is the responsibility
of. the
moving party.
This Board has carefully
reviewed the one paragraph Opinion of
.Award 6679, the Dissent and the Award 6995 which states little
more than 'it is
clearly
evident the Carrier is attempting
to secure a rehearing of Awards 6679....'
A careful review of Award 6679 indicates
that the circumstances
in the instant
case differ
substantially
in that the case at bar involves
'rest=,
#sleeping'
and
"eatingtime wherein Award 6679 only involved 'travel*
'ad 'waiting'
time.
As
precedent for the case at bar.
such, this Board sees no established
The strongest
support for the Organization's
case is the presentation
of Ruling No. D-3 and its subsequent use on December 17, 1973. This Board notes
that such evidence does lay height to the claim.
However, in the mind of this
Board there has been entirely
too much time elapsed with no evidence of record of
the same situation
having arisen since 1954 or after 1973 to provide substantiation
that, barring Agreement support the employes had come to count on this action
being
other than gratuitous.
While it had some stature,
being reduced to written
evidence of record to
Rule, it lacked support, in that there is insufficient
substantiate
that it was other than a unilateral
position
OI to document that the
application
of Ruling No. D-3 had become an established
practice
of a constant
response to a recurring
set of circumstances.
It is the determination
of this Board that Article
VII, Section 10 is
the Rule germane to attendance at investigations.
That Rule is silent on the
issue at bar.
Neither past Awards nor Ruling No. D-3 have strong enouyh support
in the record to establish
a firm practice
to which Carrier
would be restrained
from abandoning.
As such, this Board finds that the Carrier did not violate the
Agreement and as we are not permitted
to expand upon the Agreement negotiated
by
the parties,
we must assume that the absence of language covering this issue is
intended.
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FINDINGS: The Third Division of the Adjustment Board,
and all the evidence, finds and holds:
That the parties

waived oral

That

and the Employes involved

the Carrier

and Employes within
June 21, 1934;

Carrier

dispute
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upon the whole record

hearing;

the meaning of the Railway

That this Division of the Adjustment
involved herein; and

in this dispute are respectively
Labor Act, as approved

Board has jurisdiction

over the

That the Agreement was not violated.
AWARD
Claim denied.
NATIONAL RAILROAD ADJUSTMENTBOARD
By Order of Third Division
*

Attest:
Executive
Dated at Chicago,

Illinois,

this

Secretary

28th day of February

1985.

